FOR THE 24 HOURS ENDING:

Sunday, March 22, 2020

3/21/2020 12:00:00 to 3/22/2020 12:00:00

JPD DAILY BULLETIN

200321-005
WELFARE CHECK
2020/03/21 12:09
2600 Block of DAVID ST
CONFIDENTIAL INVESTIGATION INTO A REPORT OF CHILD ABUSE
***
Service Rendered

200321-006
MISSING PERSON
2020/03/21 14:16
4200 Block of BROTHERS AVE
SEE JPD PRESS RELEASE
***
Service Rendered
Report Follows

200321-007
BURGLARY
2020/03/21 16:31
1200 Block of GLACIER AVE
A 60 YEAR OLD MALE REPORTS A BUSINESS WAS BURGLARIZED SOMETIME ON 3/19/2020.
ALC: UNK
DOM: NO
***
Report Follows

200321-008
ASSAULT
2020/03/21 14:11
JUNEAU AREA
A 37 YEAR OLD MALE REPORTED A FEMALE ASSAULTED HIM
ALC: UNK
DOM: UNK
***
Report Follows

200321-010
ROBBERY
2020/03/21 22:53
9100 Block of MENDENHALL MALL RD
A 57 YEAR OLD MALE REPORTED HIS CELLPHONE AND WALLET WERE FORCIBLY TAKEN FROM HIM.
ALC: YES
DOM: NO
***
Report Follows
200322-001  ATTEMPT TO SERVE
2020/03/21 23:43  3300 Block of NOWELL AVE
JPD INVESTIGATED HINDERING PROSECUTION.
ALC: UNK
DOM: NO

Report Follows

200322-002  DISTURBANCE
2020/03/22 02:17  9300 Block of GLACIER HWY
21 YEAR OLD NAOMI TAQLIN GERKE WAS ARRESTED FOR ASSAULT ON A PEACE OFFICER AND RESISTING ARREST. 24 YEAR OLD ROBERT MAXWELL NIELSEN WAS ARRESTED FOR DISORDERLY CONDUCT, RESISTING ARREST AND VIOLATION OF CONDITIONS OF RELEASE. BOTH WERE TRANSPORTED TO AND LODGED AT LEMON CREEK CORRECTIONAL CENTER.
ALC: YES
DOM: YES

Arrest Made

200322-003  ASSIST
2020/03/22 10:40  JUNEAU AREA
CASE CREATED FOR AN AGENCY ASSIST.

Report Follows

TOTAL CALLS: 8
ARRESTS MADE: 1
CITATIONS ISSUED: 0